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Woman often dream of getting married in a very glamorous and fancy way with a cheap, yet
fabulous and extravagant wedding dress. The most important part of choosing wedding dresses is
not about how famous the designers are or how trendy the dresses are, but about the dresses' style
and whether they suit the different bridesâ€™ body styles. So, with this article I will help you decide what
to consider when looking at cheap wedding dresses.

The Apple: this body type doesn't mean that you are fat or overweight; actually this refers to the
rounded, hourglass figure, with similar shoulder and waist width, but slim and toned legs and arms.
Choosing a gown with this body type will make you the center of attraction. The dress must have a
bodice with an A-line skirt. It must also have a bodice which has a lot of designs around the bust.

The Pear: This a common body type for women. It features a large, voluptuous lower body with
large hips and a pert posterior. The pear is shapely on the bottom with a noticeably smaller top half,
with small shoulders and a small bust. This is the most common type of body of most women and
often hardest to dress up. Pear shaped ladies must have a little design know-how. Imbalanced pear-
shaped women can achieve the proportioned look because they have small busts, so choosing a
dress or corset with lots of detail is ideal as it creates the illusion of curves.

The Hourglass: the most perfect body type of a woman; they have a well-defined waist and
shoulders and hips of the same width. This is the most proportioned and easiest body to dress
because all types of dress will suit this body type. The Hourglass shape emphasizes every part of
the body.

The Boyish Shape: No shape at all. This is the boyish shape: no curves at all; and straight from top
to bottom. And like the pear again, the boy-woman is free to wear as much detail up top as she
likes. Always put detail on your neck area and make your bust area look bigger than it is. This is
something the boy-shape needs.

There are also other things to consider in choosing your wedding dresses. You must also consider:
a color that suits you; next is the fabric or quality. You must try cheap wedding dresses of a very
high quality.
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